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Abstract This paper discusses the fundamentals,

applications, potential, limitations, and future per-

spectives of polarized light reflection techniques for

the characterization of materials and related systems

and devices at the nanoscale. These techniques

include spectroscopic ellipsometry, polarimetry, and

reflectance anisotropy. We give an overview of the

various ellipsometry strategies for the measurement

and analysis of nanometric films, metal nanoparticles

and nanowires, semiconductor nanocrystals, and

submicron periodic structures. We show that ellips-

ometry is capable of more than the determination of

thickness and optical properties, and it can be

exploited to gain information about process control,

geometry factors, anisotropy, defects, and quantum

confinement effects of nanostructures.
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Introduction

The synthesis of nanomaterials, the fabrication of

structures at the nanometer scale, and the control of
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nanoscale systems have become increasingly active

areas for materials science, affecting many techno-

logical fields ranging from nanomanufacturing and

micro/nano-robotics to devices for biotechnology,

information technology, energy saving, and medi-

cine. Various experimental approaches, both top-

down and bottom-up, from the assembly of nanosized

clusters to chemical etching and ion beam lithogra-

phy, are being exploited to produce nanostructured

materials. Undoubtedly, the development of nano-

technology has been spurred on by the refinement of

measurement and diagnostic tools able to measure

materials and systems at the nanoscale. Indeed, fully

comprehensive nanomaterials characterization needs

to address, understand, and tailor the interplay

between the nanostructure, its properties, and its

functionality. Understanding the chemistry and phys-

ics behind the formation of nanostructures, which

essentially originate from the confinement effect of

the dimension at the nanoscale and of the size/shape

of the nanostructure, is of basic and technological

importance. The ability to characterize materials and

elucidate structures at the nanoscale will be critical to

the advancement of nanotechnology, as will the

ability to monitor the processes leading to those

nanostructures, at the nanoscale in real time. These

capabilities are mandatory for the successful devel-

opment of nanotechnology and require in situ mon-

itoring, measurement, and control of the nanoscale

processes. For example, semiconductor manufactur-

ing, which is exponentially moving to the nanoscale,

increasingly requires measurement techniques that

can evaluate features at tens of nanometers, non-

destructively and in-line. Nonimaging, optical critical

dimension techniques are expected to be key tech-

nologies in current and future semiconductor manu-

facturing processes, as cited in the most recent

version of the International Technology Roadmap

for Semiconductors (http://www.itrs.net). Therefore,

metrology and reliable characterization methodolo-

gies, together with innovative synthesis methodolo-

gies, are fundamental to nanotechnology at all levels.

Well-established microscopy techniques, including

atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning electron

microscopy (SEM), and transmission electron micros-

copy (TEM), have allowed the visualization of

nanostructures, although they suffer from being

‘‘local,’’ intrusive, and unsuitable for real-time, in-

line monitoring of processes and surface/interface

modifications. Among the various characterization

tools, spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE), which is a

nondestructive, nonintrusive, and noninvasive, con-

tactless optical technique, has been developed and

applied extensively over the last 50 years, not only for

the optical characterization of bulk materials and thin

films, but also for in situ real-time measurement of

multilayered film structures, interfaces, and compos-

ites, during fabrication and processing (Archer 1964;

Tompkins and Irene 2005). Spectroscopic ellipsome-

try became famous for its extreme sensitivity to very

thin overlayers well below 1 nm thickness (Tompkins

and Irene 2005). Ellipsometry is routinely used to

measure thickness and optical constants of dielectric,

semiconductor, and metal thin films, and recently

Hilfiker et al. (2008) have provided an overview

discussing critically how to reduce the correlation

between film thickness and optical constants. Going to

the nanometer scale, since the first communication on

the formation of self-assembled monolayers of an

organic molecule in 1988, ellipsometry has been used

for the measurement of self-assembly monolayers

(SAMs) with a thickness of few tens of nanometers

(Wasserman et al. 1989). Going further to a scale of

\1 nm, although fashionable when framed in the new

context of nanotechnology, the use of ellipsometry for

the real-time investigation of adsorption kinetics of

gases down to single atom layers (Carroll and Melmed

1969), as well as of proteins on surfaces below the

monolayer coverage (Hall 1966; Cuypers et al. 1983),

is not a new technique.

Spectroscopic ellipsometry offers much more than

measuring thickness, namely, it has evolved into an

efficient characterization tool for bulk materials, thin

films, and stacked layered systems. For such systems,

information provided by this technique is very rich,

since it enables the accurate measurement of surface

roughness and interfaces, while the determination of

the complex refractive index gives access to funda-

mental physical parameters and a variety of sample

properties, including morphology, crystallinity, chem-

ical composition, and electrical conductivity. The main

benefit of ellipsometric measurements, compared with

other optical measurements, is the direct evaluation of

both the real and imaginary parts of the complex

dielectric function e = e1 ? ie2 [which relates to the

refractive index, n, and extinction coefficient, k,

e = (n ? ik)2], through the ellipsometric angles W
and D (see the Section on ‘‘Basics’’ below), with no
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need for Kramers–Kronig transforms. The determina-

tion of the complex dielectric function enables the

investigation of a material’s electronic structure, which

is directly related to the joint density of states for

interband absorption. This electronic structure and

consequently the determined dielectric function are

very sensitive to the materials’ nanostructure (since

nanocrystallites may induce quantum-size effects), to

the point where defects may create localized states

within the band gap, to the various phases present in

nanocomposites materials, i.e., nanocermets (Toudert

et al. 2008), which may have different electronic

structures band gaps, and to the anisotropy generated in

nanowires and nanorods by geometric asymmetry, etc.

Therefore, ellipsometry can also provide useful infor-

mation about nanostructures, such as the effective

dielectric constants and the geometric structure.

As an example, generalized ellipsometry has been

used to measure not only the optical properties but also

the inclination angle of nanorods (Beydaghyan et al.

2005). The size effects at the nanoscale are very

pronounced in semiconductor heterostructures, where

the electronic states can be tailored just by selecting a

proper geometry and sizes in quantum wells (Santos

et al. 1994), quantum wires, and quantum dots (Gallas

and Rivory 2003).

A need to noninvasively probe thin films early in

their processing, as well as the economic drive to

extend the capabilities of existing in-line platforms,

has led us to explore optical methods as the basis for

acquiring a complete understanding of physical,

optical, and electrical properties at the atomic scale.

There is also the desire to exploit real-time SE

techniques for research and in-line production, stem-

ming from the ability to discern the surface, interface,

and bulk characteristics of the individual thin films

that constitute a complex multilayer stack. In fact,

many processes such as film nucleation and growth,

oxidation, nitridation are slow and thus can be readily

followed using ellipsometry. In recent years,

advances in hardware and software have improved

the speed of SE to the point where real-time

processes can now be measured. This ability, when

combined with the high sensitivity of SE to sub-

monolayer changes in thin films, makes it a powerful

method for noninvasive investigations of thin film

dynamics.

As an example, the use of SE in real-time

diagnostics for metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy of

III–V materials has been reviewed by Aspnes (2005).

The application of real-time SE to elucidate Si-based

thin film deposition processes in a reactive environ-

ment, like plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposi-

tion (PECVD), and to identify phase transitions from

amorphous to nanocrystalline and microcrystalline

growth regimes and control Si-based film nanostruc-

tures has been well established by Collins et al.

(2003). Furthermore, additional examples of SE real-

time control of nucleation and heteroepitaxial growth

of III-Nitrides (e.g., GaN, InN, etc.) by molecular

beam epitaxy are provided by Losurdo et al. (2005)

and Cobet et al. (2003), giving evidence of the

versatility of real-time SE to monitor (detect) at the

nanoscale, independent of the deposition methodol-

ogy and material systems.

Although the cited examples indicate that since the

1970s ellipsometry has been mainly exploited in

microelectronics, in optics and optoelectronics, and

in biomedicine, for measuring the thicknesses of a

few tens of nanometers, new nanotechnologies, such

as the recent, appealing plasmonics (Maier 2007), can

also benefit from the use of SE. Nanometer-sized

metal particles, rods, and wires have recently

attracted much scientific interest due to their prom-

ising applications in photonics, photovoltaics, catal-

ysis, ultrahigh data storage, and biomolecular

sensors. There are various reports in the literature

on the optical absorption spectra of nanoparticles of

noble metals, mainly gold (Dalacu and Martinu 2000;

Kooij et al. 2002; Scaffardi and Tocho 2006) and

silver (Wormeester et al. 2006; Oates 2006) charac-

terized by localized surface plasmon resonance

(SPR). For spherical nanoparticles isolated or embed-

ded in an isotropic medium, the Mie theory (Kreibig

and Vollmer 1995) has been applied to describe the

localized plasmon resonance peak. However, it is still

challenging to quantify the optical properties of high-

density nanoparticles whose electric fields overlap,

influencing the plasmon resonance frequency, which

is the situation of nanoparticles supported on a

surface (Haes et al. 2004; Wessels et al. 2004). This

opens new questions also on the measurement and

analysis of the plasmonic optical response of sub-

strate-supported metal nanoparticles, since nanopar-

ticles, depending on the photonic device, might be

deposited on absorbing substrates, precluding com-

mon transmittance measurements. In this frame,

plasmonic ellipsometry has also shown a great
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potential for measuring and tuning the plasmonic

properties of metal nanoparticles supported on var-

ious substrates in real time (Wu et al. 2007, 2009;

Giangregorio et al. 2006).

Therefore, ellipsometry is a versatile and very

sensitive optical technique, with unequalled capabil-

ities for addressing the correlation between process–

chemistry–structure–electronic properties–optical

properties for a large variety of materials and

nanostructures. This raises the following questions:

– what can be measured by ellipsometry at the

nanoscale?

– how reliable and accurate is ellipsometry at the

nanoscale?

– what is specifically required to go from the micro-

to the nanoscale?

We aim to answer the above questions by

discussing recent trends in the application of spec-

troscopic ellipsometry and polarimetry techniques for

the characterization of materials and related systems

and devices at the nanoscale, and give an overview of

the various ellipsometry strategies. Three principal

trends that provide the organizational framework for

the paper are identified as follows:

1. Undertaking the characterization research

required for determining the correlation between

the nanostructure and the optical–chemical prop-

erties of the nanomaterial; the optical analysis of

nanomaterials, from semiconductors and oxide

nanocrystals to metal nanoparticles and nano-

wires, by spectroscopic ellipsometry and reflec-

tion anisotropy spectroscopy.

2. Developing methods for generating novel

nanomaterials and innovative processes for fab-

ricating nanostructured materials and devices

with tailored performances. In this frame, in situ

ellipsometry with subnanometer depth resolution

is exploited for investigating the dynamics of

surfaces, thin films, nanomaterials, and nano-

structures during synthesis and processing at the

nanoscale. Understanding and controlling the

process parameters for nanomaterials growth

during synthesis are critical in the successful

fabrication of materials with tailored properties.

3. Enhancing measurement capabilities and devel-

oping models for rationalizing the properties

and improving the knowledge of periodic

nanosystems. As an example, the metrology of

submicron gratings is presented.

The paper is organized as follows: Section ‘‘Fun-

damentals’’ provides the ellipsometry basics. Section

‘‘Ellipsometry Capabilities for Measurements at the

Nanoscale’’ discusses capabilities for measurements

at the nanoscale for the characterization of nanomet-

ric films and monitoring of relative growth and/or

processing. Section ‘‘What can ellipsometry do for

nanoparticles, nanocrystals, and nanowires?’’ pre-

sents and discusses ellipsometry and reflectance

anisotropy spectroscopy (RAS) applications to metal

nanoparticles, metal nanowires, and nanocrystals

characterization, with the focus on quantum confine-

ment and nanostructure-induced anisotropy effects. In

Section ‘‘Metrology of Submicrometer Gratings’’,

implementation of spectroscopic ellipsometry by

Mueller polarimetry is presented through the example

of the nondestructive characterization of periodic

structures (1D or 2D gratings) with submicrometer

characteristic dimensions. This is a task of major

importance for process control in microelectronics, as

well as other applications. In this respect, innovative

techniques such as spectrally and angularly resolved

Mueller polarimetry in conical diffraction may prove

useful alternatives to classical ellipsometry in assess-

ing the relevance of the theoretical model and

reducing parameter correlations. Finally, Section

‘‘Limitations, implementations, and future trends’’

discusses present limitations, new trends and direc-

tions, and future prospects and challenges for basic

science and technology as well as presents perspec-

tives from instrumentation and market/technology.

Fundamentals

Ellipsometry basics

Spectroscopic ellipsometry is based on measuring the

change in the polarization state of a linearly polarized

light reflected from a sample surface, as schemati-

cally shown in the top panel of Fig. 1. Specifically,

for a film or nanostructure growing along the negative

z direction (see the situation depicted in the bottom

panel of Fig. 1), the structure and associated process

is monitored using the polarized light with the plane

of incidence (x,z) incident obliquely at the sample

surface. The angle of incidence, /0, which is

1524 J Nanopart Res (2009) 11:1521–1554
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typically 70� for semiconductors, should be chosen

carefully, depending on the Brewster angle of the

materials under investigation (Tompkins and Irene

2005; Azzam and Bashara 1977). The interaction of

polarized light with a sample can be represented by

the Jones matrix formalism (Azzam and Bashara

1977)

Er
p

Er
s

" #
¼

~Rpp
~Rsp

~Rps
~Rss

" #
�

Ei
p

Ei
s

" #

where Ei
p; Ei

s; Er
p; and Er

s represent the parallel (p)

and perpendicular (s) components of the incident (i)

and reflected (r) electric field of the light beam; Rpp

and Rss are the complex Fresnel reflection coefficients

of the sample for p- and s-polarized light, respec-

tively, defined for the simple ambient/material case in

the top panel of Fig. 1 as

~Rpp ¼ rp ¼
Er

p

Ei
p

¼
~N1 cos /0 � ~N0 cos /1

~N1 cos /0 þ ~N0 cos /1

¼ rp

�� ��eidp and

~Rss ¼ rs ¼
Er

s

Ei
s

¼
~N1 cos /0 � ~N1 cos /1

~N0 cos /0 þ ~N1 cos /1

¼ rsj jeids

where dp is the phase change for the p component

upon reflection and similarly for the s component.

The off-diagonal terms Rps and Rsp describe the cross-

coupling of the p- and s-polarized light and are zero

for an isotropic sample. Thus, ellipsometric measure-

ments are normally described by two parameters W
and D in the following form:

q ¼ rp

rs

¼ tan WeiD

where tan w ¼ rp

�� ��= rsj j or ~Rpp

�� ��= ~Rss

�� �� is the amplitude

ratio upon reflection and D ¼ dp � ds is the phase shift

difference. The ratio q is related to the optical

properties of the material under investigation, namely,

the complex dielectric function, e = e1 ? ie2, the

refractive index, n, and the extinction coefficient, k,

by the equation

e ¼ sin2 /0 þ sin2 /0 tan2 /0

1� q
1þ q

� �2

¼ N2

¼ ðnþ ikÞ2:

The high sensitivity of the technique is derived from

the fact that the measurement of W and D is a relative

measurement of the change in polarization (a ratio or

difference of two values rather than the absolute

value of either). It explains the robustness, the high

accuracy, and the reproducibility of the technique.

For instance, unlike absolute light intensity measure-

ment, ellipsometry is relatively insensitive to scatter

and fluctuations, and requires no standard sample or

reference beam. Because spectroscopic ellipsometry

also measures two values (W and D) at each

wavelength, this technique obtains more information

than standard optical reflection techniques. The

information learned is greatly enhanced by using

wavelengths over a wide spectral range, from vacuum

ultraviolet to mid-infrared. The far UV is the spectral

range most sensitive to small changes, such as

ultrathin layers or interfaces and films with low

index contrast, gradient, and anisotropy. The NIR

spectral range is necessary to determine the thickness
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Fig. 1 Top panel: Scheme of reflection of linearly polarized

light at a substrate/ambient interface; N0 and N1 are the

complex refraction index of the ambient and substrate (as

better specified in the bottom panel). Bottom panel: Reflection

and transmission of a polarized plane wave at the planar

ambient–film–substrate system. Nonideal surface morphology

is shown schematically
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of materials that are strongly absorbed in the visible

spectrum.

Spectroscopic ellipsometer hardware

All spectroscopic ellipsometers begin with a white

light source used to illuminate the sample (see

scheme in Fig. 2). The light is passed through a first

polarizer. When the polarized light reflects from the

sample, both the phase and amplitude of the compo-

nents describing the light can change. The exact

quantification of the phase change, called D, and the

amplitude change, called W, is determined by the

sample’s properties (thickness, complex refractive

index).

This polarization change is analyzed by a second

polarizer called an analyzer. An optional compensa-

tor (retarder, photoelastic modulator) can be placed in

the path of the incident or reflected light beam. The

addition of such an optical component is important to

increase the accuracy of the ellipsometer by measur-

ing accurate (W, D) on its whole definition range. It is

important to notice that one of these optical elements

is modulated either mechanically (by rotation) or

piezo-electrically. The polarization modulation pro-

vides the advantage of measuring an intensity ratio,

instead of pure intensity. Therefore, ellipsometry is

less affected by intensity instabilities. Finally the

light falls onto the detector, which is commonly one

of three types: photomultiplier, semiconductor pho-

todiode, or CCD array. Spectroscopic ellipsometers

measure the variation of intensity received on the

detector synchronized with the polarization

modulation.

The accuracy of an ellipsometer and its whole

hardware design, including optical components and

detectors, is often defined by the air measurement in

straight-through configuration. Current (W, D) tech-

nical specifications are around W ± 0.08� and

D ± 0.1� taken on the spectral range visible-NIR. It

is also important to notice that multi-angle measure-

ments may enhance the accuracy of results, if the

angles are judiciously chosen to maximize the (W, D)

sensitivity of the sample under study. It is useless,

even dangerous, to add nonsensitive (W, D) data; it is

much better to use an accurate measurement at a

unique angle of incidence.

Ellipsometry capabilities for measurements

at the nanoscale

Scaling effect to nanodimension

The fundamental reason of the applicability of

ellipsometry to the analysis of nanostructures and

nanometric films stems from the fact that the optical

properties of the materials, especially semiconduc-

tors, ‘fingerprinted’ by their dielectric function

(Tompkins 1993; Yu and Cardona 1999; Lautensch-

lager et al. 1987), are modified by quantum confine-

ment and surface states induced by their

nanodimensionality. The dielectric function is char-

acterized by critical points (CPs) in the VIS–VUV

spectral range where electrons are excited from the

top of a valence band to the conduction band.

Absorption is strongest at CPs, where the bands are

nearly parallel. Quantum confinement, in one, two, or

three dimensions, changes the energy of the critical

points and the joint density of states and, conse-

quently, the dielectric function of nanomaterials,

whose amplitude also depends on the characteristic

size of the nanostructure. A well-known and largely

investigated example is silicon, whose dependence of

dielectric function on particle size (Jellison et al.

1993) down to \3 nm nanocrystallite size has been

reported in the literature (Losurdo et al. 2003). It is

also interesting to note the emergence of strong

anisotropy in silicon nanowires less than 2.2 nm in

diameter and the appearance of new low-energy

Light source Detector

Polarizer Analyzer

Sample

Compensator
Retarder
Phase modulator
(optional)

Compensator
Retarder
Phase modulator
(optional)

Φ

Fig. 2 Basic scheme of an ellipsometer components: a white

light source used to illuminate the sample, a polarizer, a

compensator (retarder, photoelastic modulator) that can be

placed in the path of the incident or reflected light beam, a

second polarizer called analyzer, and the detector
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absorption peaks for light polarization along the wire

axis (Zhao et al. 2004).

Furthermore, the nanostructuring of the surface/

film/material strongly modifies the polarization-

dependent optical response. As an example, asym-

metric and anisotropic shapes of nanostructures also

lead to anisotropy in the optical response. Ellipso-

metric characterization of such nanostructures is

possible but requires generalized ellipsometry (Jelli-

son and Modine 1997) or Mueller matrix ellipsometry

(Laskarakis et al. 2004; De Martino et al. 2008;

Novikova et al. 2006). Mueller matrix ellipsometry

offers the great advantage that depolarizing samples

can also be analyzed, where depolarization may arise

from irregularities in the nanostructure (shape, size,

and ordering) and from multiple scattering. An

example in the literature is given in the ellipsometric

analysis of nanocones of GaSb (Nerbø et al. 2008).

For anisotropic nanostructures, information on anisot-

ropy, which is not limited to the optical response but

also affects functional properties, can also be com-

plemented by the RAS (Aspnes 1982; Shkrebtii et al.

1998). An interesting example is given in Section

‘‘What can ellipsometry do for nanoparticles, nano-

crystals, and nanowires?’’ where, using the example

of metallic nanowires, it is shown that appropriate

modeling of the anisotropy in the measured optical

spectra of metallic nanowires can be related to the

conductance anisotropy, thus facilitating contactless

measurements of this quantity. Additionally, for

nanometric very thin films \5 nm, including ther-

mally grown SiO2, it has been found that the real part

of the refractive index (n) changes with film thick-

ness, Lox (Grunthaner and Grunthaner 1986), and the

assumption of refractive index of bulk or thin layers

is no longer valid. As an example, for 1.4–8-nm-thick

SiO2 films, a formula for n for SiO2 (Wang and Irene

2000) was obtained as

n ¼ 2:139� 8:991� 10�2 Lox þ 1:872� 10�3 L2
ox:

It was observed that as the oxide thickness increases,

the value of n = 1.465, which is the bulk SiO2

refractive index, is reached at around 30 nm. A

consequence of using the bulk SiO2 value of

n = 1.465 for a 5 nm SiO2 film is a wrong thick-

nesses estimation, 20% larger than the real one. This

underlines the importance of using ellipsometry in

conjunction with an independent measurement of

thickness for assessing reliable optical properties at

the nanoscale.

As another significant scaling effect, nanoscale

mechanisms have faster dynamics. Thus, the time-

scales of phenomena and reactivity can become very

short, requiring fast nonintrusive techniques for

detecting the dynamics and kinetics of chemical and

structural modifications at the nanoscale. The fol-

lowing paragraphs and section discuss examples of

how ellipsometry can deal with scaling effects related

to the nanodimension.

How accurate is ellipsometry for nanometric

thickness measurement?

Ultra-thin films have varied applications in optics,

microelectronics, coating technologies, biomedicine,

and wear protection. These technologies and related

systems require the investigation of nucleation and

growth processes, solid state reactions, the chemical,

thermal, and mechanical stability of the thin film and

interfaces, and the dynamics of their modifications as

a function of film thickness. Therefore, thickness is

an important parameter for all thin film and coating

technologies, but it is especially demanding in

microelectronics, which requires continuous reduc-

tion of the component sizes which have entered the

nanoscale in 2000. In the following paragraph, the

accuracy of ellipsometry for the determination of

below-nanometer-size layer thicknesses is discussed.

The sensitivity of ellipsometry can be quantified

by the calculation of the effect of the presence of a

layer on a substrate on the parameters (W, D). Table 1

shows calculated results for a c-Si substrate (with

n = 3.8819 and k = 0.019 at 633 nm) coated with a

transparent film with n = 1.5 and k = 0. Under these

conditions of the calculation, it is seen that D changes

by about 0.3� and W by 0.001� for 1 Å variation of

the film thickness. Considering that a properly

aligned ellipsometer with high-quality optics is

capable of precision of about 0.01–0.02� in D and

W, sensitivity approaching 0.01 nm or sub-monolayer

sensitivity is achievable with the determination of D.

It is important to note that this sensitivity is valid on

the average of the measurement spot (Table 2).

These results also show that the D parameter is the

most sensitive parameter to small changes, since it

varies 2.976 for 10 Å, against 0.015 for W, as shown

in Fig. 3. From Fig. 3 it can also be inferred that
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spectroscopic ellipsometry measuring one couple of

(W, D) at each wavelength allows an improvement in

accuracy on nanometric films with respect to single-

wavelength ellipsometry. In the case of a substrate

covered by a layer (as schematized in the bottom

panel of Fig. 1), W and D are a function of various

variables, i.e., (W, D) = f(eamb, efilm, esubs, d, k, /0),

where k is the wavelength of light, /0 is the angle of

incidence, d is the film thickness, and eamb, efilm, and

esubs are the dielectric functions of the ambient, film,

and substrate, respectively. k, /0 eamb, and esubs are

known parameters; hence, from a spectroscopic

measurement of (W, D) at each wavelength, two

parameters, typically the thickness and the refractive

index, can be derived with accuracy.

In order to illustrate this point, 50 measurements of

native oxide made at the same spot were fitted at one

wavelength of k = 633 nm, and on the whole

spectral range, to determine the thickness. It can be

observed that the standard deviation increases for

measurements performed at only one wavelength.

When the layer becomes very thin, or in case of

measurements of very thin interfaces or films with a

low index contrast, the technique provides the most

important sensitivity in the FUV wavelength range.

The example considered in Table 3 shows the

variation of (W, D) over the spectral range 0.65–

6.5 eV for a glass substrate covered with an SiO2

layer varying from 0 to 100 Å, by steps of 10 Å.

Table 1 Calculated W and D parameters for a c-Si substrate

(with n = 3.8819 and k = 0.019 at 633 nm) coated with a

transparent film with n = 1.5 and k = 0 as a function of film

thickness \1 nm

D (�) W (�) Film thickness (Å)

179.195 10.567 0

178.897 10.568 1

178.599 10.568 2

178.302 10.569 3

178.004 10.571 4

177.706 10.572 5

177.409 10.573 6

177.111 10.575 7

176.814 10.577 8

176.516 10.579 9

176.219 10.582 10

Table 2 Results for 50 measurements of native oxide on c-Si substrate by fitting full spectrum data and single-wavelength data at

one wavelength of k = 633 nm to determine thickness

Average Maximum Minimum Std. Dev. Uniformity

Fit on the whole spectral range: 0.59–6.5 eV

Thickness (Å) 21.292 21.358 21.213 0.031 0.003

AoI 69.927 69.931 69.922 0.002 0.000

v2 0.099329 0.108394 0.089933 0.004176 0.093081

Iteration count 4.7 5.0 3.0 0.5 0.3

Fit at 633 nm

L1 thickness (Å) 20.491 20.500 20.159 0.047 0.008

AoI 69.940 69.954 69.936 0.007 0.000

v2 0.000001 0.000001 0.000000 0.000000 1.000000

Iteration count 2.0 3.0 2.0 0.1 0.2

Wavelength (nm)
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Fig. 3 Calculated W, D results for a c-Si substrate (with

n = 3.8819 and k = 0.019 at 633 nm) coated with a transpar-

ent film with n = 1.5 and k = 0. Film thickness has been

changed from 0 to 1 nm. D changes by about 0.3� and W by

0.001� for 1 Å variation of the film thickness
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Table 3 compares the (W, D) values taken at 633 and

190 nm for 0 and 100 Å SiO2 layer. From these

results, it is inferred that the phase information (D)

makes the measurement very sensitive with a stronger

effect in the FUV. This application also shows the

importance of accurate D measurements around 0�, as

shown in Fig. 4, which are provided by only certain

types of ellipsometer, including phase modulation,

rotating compensator, or rotating polarizer/analyzer

with additional retarder.

Subnanometer resolution of in situ ellipsometry

for real-time monitoring of thickness evolution

and film growth

In addition to accuracy and reliability, real-time

measurement of thickness for nanometric films

during processing is another important issue. With

thin film deposition becoming increasingly critical in

the production of advanced electronic and optical

devices, scientists and engineers working in this area

are looking for in situ, real-time, structure-specific

analytical tools for characterizing phenomena occur-

ring at surfaces and interfaces during thin film

growth. Also, in nanoscale manufacturing systems,

open issues include in situ monitoring, measurement,

and control of the manufacturing process. In situ

monitoring parameters are indispensable not only for

thin film fabrication but especially for nanostructures.

Thickness and refractive index (which also relate to

density and nanostructure of materials) are often the

most important parameters in achieving the repro-

ducibility necessary for technological exploitation of

physical phenomena dependent on film nanostructure.

Thickness is perhaps one of the most important

parameters in thin film deposition, as most of the

properties of a thin film (e.g., resistivity, hardness)

depend on its thickness. Therefore, the control of film

thickness is essential for the exploitation of physical

phenomena arising from thin layers.

Recently, SE has evolved rapidly into a sensitive

probe for determining the dynamics of the surface

treatment and material growth because it can be

deployed under the adverse conditions (including

plasmas and high temperatures) used in contemporary

technologies. The modern SE hardware can supply

high-quality spectra within milliseconds, allowing a

reasonable coverage of relatively fast processes and

fast dynamics. Whenever in situ data are understood,

the measurements can be used not only to monitor

technological processes, but also to control them.

In order to provide an example of the real-time

capabilities of ellipsometry for nanometric thickness

monitoring, herein the in situ SE diagnostics of the

growth of a nanometric carbon film on a metallic

substrate (our substrate was a TiCN compound

deposited on steel) is discussed and the key issues

indicated. The specific situation discussed is the

initial stage of covering the substrate by a hard

carbon film, which plays a decisive role in the

functionality of the product, influenced by the film

quality and adhesion to the substrate. The evolution

Table 3 (W, D) values

taken at 633 nm and at

190 nm for 0 and 100 Å

SiO2 layer on a glass

substrate

SiO2/glass substrate W at 190 nm D at 190 nm W at 633 nm D at 633 nm

0 Å 17.782 0.038 20.340 0.001

100 Å 18.204 3.233 20.370 0.861

d(W100 Å - W0 Å)

d(D100 Å - D0 Å)

0.422 3.195 0.03 0.86

Wavelength (nm)
15001000500

Ψ
 (°

)

21

20

19

18

∆ (°)

3.0

2.0

1.0

0Å

100Å

Fig. 4 Calculated variation of (W, D) over the spectral range

0.65–6.5 eV for a glass substrate covered with a SiO2 layer

varying from 0 to 100 Å by step of 10 Å (see also Table 3)
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of the film thickness during growth is of primary

importance; however, it cannot be determined with-

out knowing the optical response functions of all the

materials seen by the probing light. Therefore, a

simple Drude–Lorentz model (Drude 1900; Ordal

et al. 1983) of the dielectric functions has been used

to represent the response functions of metals by a

small number of parameters. These parameters have

to be determined from the SE data, together with the

film thickness. The simplest situation occurs before

the beginning of the film growth, as the measured

spectra can be converted easily into the dielectric

function (complex permittivity) of the bare substrate.

The complex reflectance ratio of the p- and s-

polarized light waves, q = Rp/Rs, plotted in Fig. 5 by

solid lines, results in the spectra of Fig. 6. The

response can be easily understood in terms of the free

charge carriers (Drude) and interband transitions

(Lorentz bands) in TiCN. Note that the data were

taken at an elevated temperature, and are not

accessible by ex situ measurements also due to

instantaneous oxidation.

Given the sound description of the starting situa-

tion, the growth of the carbon film can be followed. A

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

0

1

interband
transitions

free carriers
3.5

4.0

SUBSTRATE

Photon Energy (eV)

<ε
1>

<
ε 2

>

Fig. 6 Real, he1i, and

imaginary, he2i, parts of the

pseudodielectric function of

the TiCN substrate,

calculated from the

measured data of Fig. 5

(symbols) and the best-fit

approximation by Drude–

Lorentz lineshapes (lines)

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
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Fig. 5 Complex

reflectance ratio measured

in situ on bare TiCN

substrate (solid lines) and

after depositing a carbon

layer of 5.1 nm thickness
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single spectrum, which turned out to be taken at the

moment the total film thickness was about 5 nm (see

Fig. 5), has been selected from a series of several

hundreds. The most important effect of the presence

of the film is a pronounced vertical shift of the

spectra, far beyond the noise level. This indicates a

spectrally flat response of the film material, which

was also apparent in the very broad Lorentzian

lineshapes resulting from our analysis. Further, the

prevailing noise level was of the order of 0.001 in

both the real and imaginary parts of q, except for the

lowest and highest photon energies. As seen in Fig. 5,

the ultraviolet part is noisier due to the low intensity

of the probing light. The measured series of in situ

spectra reveal a fairly simple temporal evolution of

thickness. Growth started at a rather low rate until a

thickness of about 12 nm has been reached, followed

by a faster growth, as shown in Fig. 7. The detailed

description of the properties of an evidently inhomo-

geneous film turned out to be rather complex. The

value of static permittivity (extrapolated from the

optical data) has been found to be a convenient

integral characteristic of the film. It varies rather

significantly in the growth direction, as seen in the

right panel of Fig. 7. In any case, the variations of the

optical response of the inhomogeneous film could be

retrieved on the subnanometer scale.

An obvious question arising in this context, as

already pointed out in the previous paragraph, is: how

important is the spectroscopic version of ellipsometry

with respect to single-wavelength laser source ellip-

sometry? Answering this question requires a deeper

insight into the information content of the measured

data, with the following important considerations:

(i) The spectral dependencies of the optical param-

eters of involved materials are very helpful in

identifying the physics and chemistry of the film

growth. For example, the carbon deposition is

expected to start with a partial coverage of the

substrate by nanometer-sized islands of rather

poor compactness. Consequently, the optical

absorption is located mainly in the ultraviolet;

it shifts toward visible range during the later

stages of deposition, due to the better tetrahedral

bonding of the growing material. This behavior

is indeed observed via a pronounced redshift of

the spectral weight of the retrieved optical

functions (Humlı́ček 2008).

(ii) Even if only the temporal evolution of the film

thickness d was important, it would not be

possible to retrieve it from the data without an

adequate knowledge of the optical constants. In

fact, the propagation of light through the film is

governed essentially by the value of the

‘‘phase,’’ n(d/k), where n is the refractive index

and k the vacuum wavelength of light. Thus, n

and d are heavily correlated: a shift of either of

them from the true value results in an opposite

shift of the other, keeping the product nd
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Fig. 7 Time-dependence

of the film thickness (left
panel) and the static

dielectric constant (right
panel) retrieved from in situ

SE data
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constant. When a spectral range is covered,

multiple values of the ratio d/k enter the game,

and the correlation is reduced.

The second point is illustrated in Fig. 8, where the

spectral range used in the calculations (of both

thickness and parametrized optical response) has

been deliberately reduced to the width of DE,

narrower than the actually measured interval from

1.459 to 3.564 eV. Since the photon energies are

distributed unevenly within these limits, the median

differs from the mean value; the near-infrared data

points have been more numerous than the near-

ultraviolet ones. In other words, only parts of the

measured data have been used, within progressively

narrower spectral windows, for smaller values of DE.

Obviously, in the limit of DE approaching zero, we

are approaching the single-wavelength measurements

performed at the photon energy, Em. A clear increase

of the uncertainty with the narrowing of the spectral

range covered can be seen. Note the high level of

precision with respect to thickness when using the

fixed optical response of the film material, quantified

by d0d, which is also indicated in Fig. 8. Besides, it

can also be determined which part of the spectrum is

‘‘more important’’ in determining the wanted param-

eters. The calculations have been repeated for

spectral ranges centered on a lower photon energy,

and the results have been plotted as a dotted line in

Fig. 8. For the same DE, the uncertainty increased,

showing the importance of the data at high photon

energies, in spite of the higher noise level (see

Figs. 5, 6). Thus, a proper analysis can be instru-

mental in specifying the conditions of meeting the

targets of in situ measurements.

The example described shows that real-time diag-

nostics using SE is becoming a reality. Contemporary

ellipsometric setups supply high-quality data in a

short time, and viable calculations provide useful

information for monitoring and controlling techno-

logical processes at subnanometer length scales.

What can ellipsometry do for nanoparticles,

nanocrystals, and nanowires?

The interaction of light with nanometer-sized struc-

tures is at the core of nano-optics. In this section, we

discuss changes of the dielectric functions of mate-

rials due to size effects and show how polarization

based techniques, i.e., spectroscopic ellipsometry,

reflectance anisotropy spectroscopy, and polarimetry

can provide information on various nanostructures.

Resonances originating from electromagnetic

and quantum mechanical effects: plasmonic

metal nanoparticles

The study of optical phenomena related to the

electromagnetic response of metal nanoparticles of

various geometries has been recently termed plas-

monics or nanoplasmonics (Maier 2007). This rapidly

growing field of nanoscience is mostly concerned with

the control of optical radiation on the subwavelength

scale. The dynamics of a free electron gas in a finite,

nanosized geometry is characterized by distinct

modes known as SPR. These resonances are accom-

panied by enhanced electromagnetic fields. The

surface charge density oscillations associated with

surface plasmons at the interface between a metal and

a dielectric can give rise to strongly enhanced optical

near-fields which are spatially confined near the metal

surface. Similarly, if the electron gas is confined in

three dimensions, as in the case of a small subwave-

length-scale particle, the overall displacement of the

electrons with respect to the positively charged lattice

leads to a restoring force, which in turn gives rise to

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

0.1

1
E

m
 = 1.84 eV

d = (5.13 ± 0.28) nm

δ
0
d ≈ 0.05 nm

E
m
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δd
 (
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Fig. 8 Error estimates of the film thickness retrieved from the

ellipsometric data of Fig. 5. The number of data points used in

the fitting has been limited to cover the spectral range of the

width DE with the median value Em of the photon energies.

The dashed line shows the statistical error of the thickness, d0d,

using the assumption of a known optical response of the film

material
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specific particle-plasmon resonances, depending on

the size and geometry of the particle.

Most of the studies have focused on colloidal

solutions of noble Au (Kooij et al. 2002) and Ag

nanoparticles whose SPR and optical properties have

been measured by transmission techniques. Their

optical response is analyzed by different computa-

tional methodologies, which allow the exact or

approximate calculation of the optical response of

nanoparticles. Among them are the Mie theory

(Kreibig and Vollmer 1995), successful in explaining

the coupling of isolated spherical particles embedded

in an isotropic medium with the external field in the

quasistatic regime; the effective medium theories,

such as the Maxwell-Garnett (1904), which includes

effects of particle–particle interaction as well as of

the matrix materials and of the nonspherical particle

shape (Maxwell-Garnett 1904); and the Rigorous

Coupled-Wave Analysis (RCWA) (Moharam and

Gaylord 1981; Moharam et al. 1995) provided the

dielectric function is given.

One of the problems in simulating the optical

response of any system is the choice of the dielectric

function for the nanoparticles. The problem of

determining the dielectric function at the nanoscale

and using it as input in the model is not simple, since

quantum-size effects also alter the dielectric function

of metal nanoparticles (Kreibig and Vollmer 1995),

i.e., the dielectric function is size-dependent e(k, R)

(where R is the radius of the nanoparticles). Most of

the time this size-dependence is neglected and bulk

metal dielectric functions are erroneously entered in

the model, causing failure in the simulation of either

the spectral position or the width and amplitude of the

SPR absorption band. With respect to this issue,

analysis of spectroscopic ellipsometry data by using

as input geometrical data of nanoparticles can be

helpful to derive the nanosize-dependence of metal

dielectric functions.

Even more complex is the case of nanoparticles

supported on a substrate, which are surrounded by two

different media (i.e., the substrate and the ambient),

and whose interaction with light strongly depends on

the light polarization. Their optical response upon

interaction with light yields resonances with different

spectral positions corresponding to plasmon modes

polarized perpendicular (out-of-plane) and parallel

(in-plane) to the substrate (Flores-Camacho et al.

2008) as schematized in Fig. 9. For normal incidence,

or s-polarization of light, only surface plasmon

oscillations parallel to the plane of the film will be

excited, while the p-polarized light leads to excitation

of oscillations along both axes of the spheroidal

nanoparticles (Bohren and Huffman 1983). Therefore,

Fig. 9 shows that two plasmon resonances are

2µ
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Fig. 9 Scheme of spheroidal nanoparticles supported on a

substrate yielding the longitudinal and the transverse SPR

modes upon interaction with polarized light. The spectra of the

imaginary part of the dielectric function, e2, determined by

ellipsometry for gallium nanoparticles of increasing size from

174 to 267 nm supported on a a-Al2O3 substrate showing the

two SPR modes are also shown together with the correspond-

ing AFM images
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observed by ellipsometry, which employs oblique

polarized light, for spheroidal nanoparticles of gal-

lium deposited on a sapphire substrate. The figure also

shows that both the longitudinal and the transverse

SPR modes of gallium nanoparticles redshift with the

increase of particle size (Wu et al. 2007). Conversely,

by transmission measurements, only the longitudinal

mode is probed.

Another interesting capability for the technologi-

cal exploitation of nanoparticles in electronic devices,

photonics, catalysis, and biochips is the possibility to

monitor and control, in real time, the self-assembly

and corresponding optical properties of the nanopar-

ticles, and accurately tailor/predict the behaviors of

optical devices by a simple and nondestructive

method such as ellipsometry. Figure 10 shows an

example of the temporal evolution of the pseudodi-

electric function of the Ga nanoparticles during their

deposition on a GaN semiconductor substrate. A

distinct resonance emerges just as the Ga nucleation

begins, which results from incident photons coupling

into plasmon modes of the small Ga nanoparticles.

The plasmon peaks continuously redshift as the

deposition time increases, which correlates to an

increasing average particle size as a posteriori cor-

related with AFM images. Indeed, after an initial

calibration of metal amount with nanoparticle size as

determined by AFM, the real-time ellipsometry data

provide a means by which the formation of nanopar-

ticles can be monitored and their functional property

of plasmon resonance tuned to a specific photon

energy.

Anisotropy in the free electron response

of conductive atomic nanowires: contactless

measure of conductivity of 2D nanostructures

Atomic scale metallic nanowires are attracting con-

siderable attention as they show interesting funda-

mental effects such as Peierls instabilities, charge

density waves (CDW), and spin charge separation

(Himpsel et al. 2001). The nanowires of the Si(111)-

(4 9 1)-In surface may also be considered as the

smallest known conductive wires. Herein it is shown

that it becomes feasible to use RAS as an optical

contactless probe of conductance anisotropies in

metallic nanostructures, using the case of indium

nanowires on Si(111)-the Si(111):In-(4 9 1) recon-

struction. Such nanowires can be only 4 atoms wide

and still show metallic properties. For such quasi-one-

dimensional systems, the measure of conductivity and

its anisotropy with conventional contact-based tech-

niques might present problems related to the charac-

teristics of contacts. The measure is based on the fact

that RAS measures the difference in the reflectance of

light polarized along the two orthogonal axes x and y

in the sample surface plane (see also Fig. 1, bottom

panel), normalized to the mean reflectance

DR

R
¼ 2

Rx � Ry

Rx þ Ry
:

If the complex Fresnel reflection coefficient, ~r; can be

measured, then

D~r

~r
¼ 2

~rx � ~ry

~rx þ ~ry
:

As the anisotropy is normally small, DR=R �
2 Re ðD~r=~rÞ: Both DR=R and Re ðD~r=~rÞ have been

termed RAS signals in the literature (Aspnes 1982),

but here only the latter will be used. For a three-layer

system comprising an isotropic bulk with dielectric

function ~eb; an effective anisotropic layer of nano-

wires with dielectric function ~ex; ~ey

� �
; and air as the

ambient layer (see sketch in Fig. 1), the RAS signal

can be expressed as

Photon Energy (eV)
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Fig. 10 Real-time spectra of he2i recorded during deposition

of Ga nanoparticles on a GaN semiconductor substrate. Spectra

are shown every 1 s of deposition from 0 to 350 mL of Ga. The

spectra continuously redshift with increasing Ga amount. Both

the longitudinal and transverse SPR modes are visible
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D~r

~r
¼ 4pid

k

~ex � ~ey

~eb � 1

where d is the effective thickness of the anisotropic

nanowires layer. The quantity dð~ex � ~eyÞ is called the

surface dielectric anisotropy (SDA) and is a robust

quantity. Since the dielectric function is related to the

optical conductivity, ~r; by (McIntyre and Aspnes

1971)

~e ¼ 1� i~r=e0x

the RAS signal can be described in terms of a

conductivity anisotropy D~r ¼ ~rx � ~ry; yielding to

D~r

~r
¼ 2d

e0c

Dr
~eb � 1

:

Therefore, the conductivity can be derived from

reflectance anisotropy spectra of a 1D metallic

system. The RAS spectra allow dD~r to be deter-

mined, analogously to the SDA. This is particularly

useful, as dD~r is the anisotropy in the sheet

conductance determined by conventional 4-point

electrical measurements, assuming that the underly-

ing bulk does not contribute significantly. Fitting the

infrared RAS using the anisotropic Drude model

allows D~r to be determined at zero frequency, thus

giving an estimate of the DC conductivity. Such a

calculation corresponds to an extrapolation of a

measured AC conductivity to x = 0 D~r0ð Þ.
Figure 11 shows the RAS spectrum of In nano-

wires on Si(111), whose STM image is also shown in

the same figure, and it is dominated by a strong

surface interband transition at 1.9 eV and by surface

contributions related to Si bulk critical points (E0, E1,

and E2) (Lautenschlager et al. 1987). Nevertheless,

the measurements show a small but significant IR

anisotropy, which is more pronounced in the SDA

(Fig. 11b). Anisotropic free electron lineshapes aris-

ing from the Drude model are shown in Fig. 12. By

assuming d = 1.5 Å, as the metallic surface state is

reported to be located at the In–Si backbonds (López-

Lozano et al. 2005) and the plasma frequency, xp

(Ordal et al. 1983), the indium surface plasmon

frequency, the anisotropic conductivity is attributed to

different scattering rates (Drude 1900), cx and cy, of

the free electron gas parallel and perpendicular to the

indium nanowires, which were determined by fitting

to the RAS data as cx ¼ 1:1� 0:2 eV and cy ¼
2:8� 0:4 eV: The fitted cx scattering rate compares

well with the value given from a combined angle-

resolved photoemission spectroscopy and conductiv-

ity study (Kanagawa et al. 2003). In the same study,

the sheet conductance of Si(111):In-(4 9 1) has been

measured along, and perpendicular to, the chain

direction, giving Dr ¼ 7:1� 0:6� 10�4 S/cm:

Assuming that the effective thickness of the DC

conducting and Drude-type layers are equal, it is then

possible, using the above formula D~r =~r ¼ ð2d=e0cÞ
ðDr=~eb � 1Þ ; to calculate the RAS signal at x = 0 as

50 ± 4 9 10-3. This is ten times larger than the

extrapolated value. Including this known DC value in

the fit (dashed line in Fig. 12), the much larger DC

anisotropy can be accommodated, and the scattering rates

become cx ¼ 0:2� 0:04 eV and cy ¼ 5:3� 0:8 eV:
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Fig. 11 a Scanning tunneling microscopy images of indium

nanowires on Si(111) (Yeom et al. 1999). The In-(4 9 1) unit

cells is indicated by a white square. b RAS and c SDA spectra

of the metallic nanowires at the Si(111):In-(4 9 1) surfaces.

The spectra are dominated by anisotropic surface interband

transitions around 1.9 eV and Si critical points
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The shaded area indicates the variation in the free

electron contributions between these two cases,

showing clearly that a DC sheet conductance deter-

mined from RAS measurements made above 0.5 eV is

unreliable for this system.

The difficulty in extrapolating, successfully, the

measured RAS response in this spectral range to zero

frequency arises from the combination of a small

infrared RAS response and stronginterband transi-

tions. Nevertheless, from Fig. 12 it can be inferred

that a small extension of the spectral range to 0.3 eV

should allow a much more accurate estimate of

the DC sheet conductance anisotropy. Therefore,

although metallic and semiconducting structures can

be distinguished optically, for cases where strongin-

terband transitions are present, the spectral range has

to be extended further into the IR to determine

reliably the DC sheet conductance from the optical

RAS response. An extension to 0.3 eV can be

achieved with a standard polarizer/PEM setup

(Goletti et al. 2002). However, conceptually different

setups have to be developed to move further into the

IR: one approach would be the use of an FTIR

ellipsometer.

A further improvement in the analysis of conduc-

tive nanowires can be achieved by overcoming the

limitation of the Drude free electron model, which

leads to a dielectric function involving a merely

phenomenological scattering parameter. This analysis

improvement can be achieved by considering screen-

ing (e?) and by using an anisotropic effective mass of

the electrons instead of the free electron mass, an

approach used to describe the Drude absorption by

free carriers in semiconductors (Yu and Cardona

1999). This more sophisticated model could not be

applied so far, because the total number of parameters

becomes too large to be useful (in the absence of

additional data allowing some of these to be fixed),

and the spectral range is already too small for

definitive fits even with the simpler model.

Quantum mechanical confinement effects

in semiconductor nanocrystals: analysis

of HgTe nanocrystals

The dielectric function and band structure of mate-

rials change with nanoparticle size. As the particles

become smaller and smaller, the laws of quantum

mechanics can become apparent in their interaction

with light. In this limit, continuous scattering and

absorption of light will be supplemented or replaced

by resonant interactions if the photon energy hits the

energy difference of the discrete internal (electronic)

energy levels. In atoms, molecules, and nanoparticles,

like semiconductor nanocrystals and other ‘‘quantum

confined’’ systems, these resonances are found at

specific optical frequencies.

HgTe nanocrystals (NCs) emit photoluminescence

(PL) and electroluminescence (EL); hence, they are

used to gain light in the near-infrared (Roither et al.

2005; Shopova et al. 2004). The PL and EL devices

are based on quantum effects, which take place when

the radius of the NC is reduced below the Bohr

exciton radius, which is r = 40 nm in bulk HgTe

(Rath 2005). Quantum confinement modifies the

energy levels, and HgTe is transformed from a

semimetal with a negative band gap of Eg =

-0.15 eV to a semiconductor with a band gap of

up to 1 eV, depending on the size of the NCs. The

influence of the preparation and deposition method on

the band gap and on the emission properties of the

NCs has been extensively studied (Harrison et al.

1999). However, so far there are no studies on the

effects of the quantum confinement on higher energy

critical points for HgTe NCs. Ellipsometry has been
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Fig. 12 Comparison of the Si(111):In-(4 9 1) RAS signal

with the free electron response. All model parameters except

cx and cy were kept fixed xp ¼ 8:3 eV; d ¼ 1:5 nm
� �

and only

the spectral region below 1.2 eV and above 4.5 eV was

included in the fit. For the solid line cx ¼ 1 eV; cy ¼ 2:8 eV
� �

;
only the RAS data were used in the fit, while for the dashed
line cx ¼ 0:2 eV; cy ¼ 5:8 eV

� �
; the DC response

(RASDC = 50) determined from the measured anisotropy of

the sheet conductance (Yu and Cardona 1999) was included as

a zero frequency datum
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demonstrated to be able to determine optical proper-

ties and the effects of quantum confinement in CdTe

and PbSe (Babu Dayal et al. 2005; Hens et al. 2004).

Herein, we show the use of spectroscopic ellips-

ometry to study quantization effects in HgTe NCs,

and specifically the relation between the size of the

NCs and the energy shift of electronic transitions in

semiconductor NCs. Transitions between bands

which are closer to the Fermi energy and have a

smaller carrier mass are more strongly affected by

quantization. The spectroscopic ellipsometry mea-

surements were performed in the spectral range from

1.5 to 5 eV on 1–10 alternate layers of polymer/HgTe

nanocrystals. The NCs were prepared from colloidal

solution, using an aqueous thiol-capping method

(Rogach et al. 1999) with thioglycerol (TG) as

stabilizer. The size of the NCs can be increased after

preparation by heat treatment. The as-prepared NCs

have a diameter of about 3 nm (hereafter denoted as

‘‘smallest’’). Annealing for 10 h at 75 �C results in an

increase of the average size of the NCs to *10 nm

(hereafter denoted as ‘‘largest’’). NCs mono- and

multilayer were self-assembled using a layer-by-layer

deposition technique driven by electrostatic interac-

tion (Decher 1997). Alternate deposition of poly(dial-

lyl-dimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA) and TG-

stabilized HgTe NCs from their aqueous solution

resulted in the formation of a sequence of PDDA/

HgTe NCs bilayers.

Figure 13 shows the experimental and fit pseud-

odielectric function of a sample with 10 bilayers with

the smallest NCs on a glass substrate. The inset

shows a TEM picture of a 9-nm-large HgTe NC.

Ellipsometry measurements clearly show the exis-

tence of the E1 and E1 ? DE1 critical points in the

dielectric function of the HgTe NCs and their shift to

higher energies compared to the bulk values caused

by size quantization, while broadening mainly occurs

due to size inhomogeneity. Interestingly, the E0 HgTe

transition can only be observed in NC samples, where

a band gap exists due to quantum confinement, in

contrast to bulk HgTe, which is a semimetal and does

not exhibit this transition. The energy position of the

CPs can be determined accurately using the second

derivative of the pseudodielectric function.

Figure 14 shows the second derivative of the

imaginary part of the pseudodielectric function, he2i,
for the largest (10 nm) and the smallest (3 nm) NCs;

for comparison, the second derivative of e2 for bulk

HgTe (Aspnes and Arwin 1984) is also shown. As

can be seen, the positions of the E1 and E1 ? D1 CPs

shift to higher energies with decreasing size, whereas

there is almost no change in the position of the E2

transition. The increase of the oscillator width due to

the size distribution of the NCs can also be observed.

The oscillator strength of these transitions is much

smaller for the NCs than for the bulk material. The

lineshape of the CPs (Rossow 1995) can be described

as

eh i00 ¼ f � ei/ E � Ei þ iCð Þ�n

where e is the dielectric function, f is the oscillator

strength, Ei is the oscillator energy, and C and / are

the oscillator width and phase, respectively. In the

absence of theoretical models, the exponent n is set to

3, which is used to describe excitonic effects and the

phase / is set to 0 (Rossow 1995). However, the use

of different values for n and / in the fit of the

measured data leads to similar results of the CP

energies. In contrast to the NCs, the reference data of

HgTe bulk material (Aspnes and Arwin 1984) were

fitted with n = 2 and / = 90�, which corresponds to

the lineshape of a 2D Van Hove singularity with a

saddle point in the energy band, as is the case for the

E1, E1 ? D1, and E2 transitions in HgTe. The fit of

the bulk material leads to values of 2.10, 2.73, and

4.58 eV for E1, E1 ? D1, and E2, respectively, which

is in good agreement with predicted values (Nimtz

1982). As can be seen in Fig. 14, for bulk material the

strength of the E2 transition is much smaller than for

Fig. 13 SE measurement (straight line) and fit (dashed line)

as well as PL measurement of a sample with 10 bilayers of

HgTe NCs with a diameter of 3.5 nm on glass; inset: TEM

picture of a NC with a diameter of *9 nm
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the other transitions, whereas in the NCs the relative

strength of the CPs is comparable.

In contrast to the E2 transition, the dependence of

the E1 and E1 ? D1 transitions on their size is readily

determined from the SE measurements. The energy

of these transitions increases with the decreasing size

of NCs, as shown in Fig. 15. For the smallest NCs

with a diameter of about 3 nm, the blueshift of the E1

transition (heavy hole) is about 0.3 eV and the shift

of the E1 ? D1 (light hole) transition about 0.4 eV to

higher energies compared to the bulk HgTe values.

Even for the biggest NCs with a diameter of about

10 nm, which is about one-fourth of the Bohr exciton

radius of HgTe, the energies of the E1 and E1 ? D1

transitions are well above the transition energies in

bulk HgTe. In summary, it is clear that transitions

between bands which are closer to the Fermi energy

and have a smaller carrier mass are more strongly

affected by quantization, and the quantization effects

can be detected and modeled exploiting ellipsometry.

Identification of defect states in nanocrystalline

materials: the ellipsometric study

of nanocrystalline Ce0.85Gd(Y)0.15O2-d

When dealing with nanoparticles and nanocrystals,

the role of their high surface-to-volume ratio is

important. This implies that the effect of surface

dangling bonds and grain boundaries, in addition to

quantum effects, also contributes in making the

optical response of nanocrystals different from that

of the corresponding bulk materials. In the case of

nanostructured oxides, O-vacancies density and

localization are well known to play a determinant

role in the optical and electrical properties. Defects

may create localized states within the band gap,

modifying the band structure profile and electronic

properties which reflect in changes of the dielectric

function that can be probed by ellipsometry.

Fig. 14 Second derivative of the imaginary part of the

dielectric function of bulk HgTe (top) and the measured

pseudodielectric function of HgTe NCs of 10.7 nm diameter

(middle) and 3.5 nm diameter (bottom)

Fig. 15 Dependence of PL peak energy and higher transition

energies on the size of HgTe NCs (lines are a guide to the eye)
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Herein, we present the example of nanocrystalline

cerium oxide, CeO2, also doped with rare earth

oxides such as Y and Gd, to discuss how surface

localized defect states can mask quantum-size effects.

In particular, it is shown that ellipsometry can also be

sensitive to effects of oxygen vacancies on the optical

functions. In fact, nanostructured CeO2 is reported to

exhibit a lower fundamental gap than crystalline

CeO2, although the quantum-size effects are expected

to induce a blueshift of the band gap (Kim et al. 2002;

Bolotov et al. 1999), as also seen in the previous

paragraph. It has already been reported that nano-

structured CeO2 mainly consists of CeO2 nanocrys-

tals or nanorods, with a considerable concentration of

trivalent Ce3? distributed at the outermost surface of

the nanocrystals or nanorods (Losurdo 2004). The

Ce3? content increases with decreasing grain size,

eliminating the results of the quantum-size effect and

causing the redshift of the band gap (Tsunekawa et al.

2000; Patsalas et al. 2003). The additional informa-

tion provided here is that the role of oxygen

vacancies and interband defects also depends on

doping, and the capability of using spectroscopic

ellipsometry as a method of identifying defect states

is explored. The ellipsometric data are herein cor-

roborated by Raman measurements. Indeed, the

approach presented here for CeO2 is generally

applicable to other oxides. In particular, there are

other reports in literature about exploiting ellipsom-

etry for identifying localized charge trapping states in

Si/SiO2/high-K gate stack systems (Price et al. 2007).

The example of CeO2 has been chosen since it is

one of the most reactive rare earth metal oxides and

has been extensively used in various applications,

including catalysis, oxygen storage capacitors, UV

blockers, and ion conductors. One of the most

relevant applications of ceria-based materials is in

solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) as an electrolyte

material (Lee et al. 2005). Ceria-based electrolytes

offer many advantages over traditional zirconia-based

electrolytes (YSZ): notably higher conductivities at

lower operating temperatures and compatibility with

high-performance cathode materials. Among the

electrolyte materials that have been widely employed

in fuel cells, nanocrystalline ceria doped with rare

earth oxides such as Nd, Y, Gd, and Sm is a

promising candidate for SOFCs because it exhibits

higher ionic conductivity at intermediate tempera-

tures than the corresponding bulk counterpart. Ionic

conductivity is dependent on the concentration of

oxygen vacancies present in the electrolyte material,

and in the nano-ceria doped with rare earth oxides,

the oxygen vacancy concentration can be almost

three orders of magnitude higher than in polycrystal-

line ceria (Patil et al. 2006). These vacancies in

nanocrystalline ceria can be intrinsic, originating

from the reduction of the grain size and enlargement

of the surface-to-volume ratio of the sample, or they

can be induced by doping ceria with trivalent ions of

rare earth elements (Sin et al. 2004) when replacing

of Ce4? with divalent or trivalent cations results in

the creation of oxygen vacancies and predominantly

oxygen ionic conductivity.

Spectroscopic ellipsometry, corroborated by

Raman scattering spectroscopy, has been used for

the detection of the presence of intrinsic and intro-

duced (extrinsic) oxygen vacancies and their distri-

bution in the bulk as well as at the surface shell of

doped Ce0.85Gd(Y)0.15O2-d nanocrystalline powders.

The Ce0.85Gd(Y)0.15O2-d nanocrystalline powders

were obtained by self-propagating room temperature

synthesis using metal nitrates and sodium hydroxide

(Bošković et al. 2005). The particles have an average

crystallite size of about 7–13 nm as estimated by

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and AFM

images of nanocrystalline Ce0.85Gd(Y)0.15O2-d shown

in Fig. 16 and corroborated by X-ray diffraction and

Raman scattering measurements. Room-temperature

Raman spectra of Ce0.85Gd(Y)0.15O2-d nanocrystal-

line samples obtained with three laser excitation lines

(647, 514.5, and 488 nm) are presented in Fig. 17.

The Raman spectra obtained in Stokes excitation give

information about the surface region of the samples,

while the bulk states of the nanocrystalline particles

can be analyzed using longer wavelengths because of

the different penetration depths of the light (Gouadec

and Colomban 2007).

In fact, by changing the laser excitation, it is

possible to distinguish the surface from bulk compo-

sition in both samples. In the Raman spectra of these

samples, besides the F2g Raman mode of fluorite

structure, two additional modes appear approximately

at 600 and 546 (550) cm-1. These modes are attrib-

uted to intrinsic and extrinsic O2- vacancies. The O2-

vacancies originating from the nonstoichiometry of

ceria nanocrystallites (intrinsic vacancies) are the

defect sites near the Ce3? ions which form Ce3?–O2-

vacancy complexes. Therefore, the higher Raman
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intensity of the mode at 600 cm-1 indicates the higher

concentration of the Ce3? ions in ceria lattice. The

substitution of Ce4? ions with trivalent Y3? and Gd3?

cations results in the forming of so-called extrinsic

vacancies. The existence of vacancy complexes

related to the dopant ion-O2- vacancy results in the

Fig. 16 AFM and TEM images of Ce0.85Gd(Y)0.15O2-d nanocrystalline samples
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appearing of new Raman mode 546 (550) cm-1. The

higher the concentration of these complexes, the

higher the Raman mode intensity (Dohčević-Mitrović

et al. 2006). Deconvolution with the Lorentzian-line

profile technique enables the intensity of intrinsic

(extrinsic) vacancy modes to be obtained. As can be

seen from Fig. 17c, d, the intensity of these modes in

both Gd- and Y-doped ceria samples rises on changing

the laser excitation from 647 to 488 nm, whereas the

intensity of extrinsic (intrinsic) vacancy modes is

higher in the Y-doped sample. Such behavior of

Raman vacancy modes suggests that in the surface

layer there is a higher concentration of both types of

vacancy complexes as regards the bulk part of the

nanocrystals.

The modeling of the ellipsometric data for Gd(Y)-

doped ceria nanocrystals was done using a two-phase

model (ambient/ Ce0.85Gd(Y)0.15O2-d). The derived

spectra of the refractive index and the extinction

coefficients for both samples together with a sample

of pure nanocrystalline ceria are shown in Fig. 18.

The two main transitions involved in the absorption

of CeO2 films in the visible–UV range are from the

highest occupied valence 2p oxygen band into empty

4f states of cerium at approximately 4 eV (O2p ?
Ce4f) and from the 2p band into the d conduction

band at approximately 9 eV (O2p ? Ce5d). As can

be seen from Fig. 18, in the extinction coefficient

spectra of Ce0.85Y0.15O2-d sample besides the

O2p ? Ce4f transition (at about *4 eV), there are

two additional peaks at *2 and 2.5 eV (marked with

arrows in Fig. 18), whereas in the spectra of extinc-

tion coefficient of Ce0.85Gd0.15O2-d sample (see

Fig. 18) there is only one peak located at *2.1 eV.

These peaks are not observed in the undoped

nanocrystalline CeO2, or in the spectra of the bulk

counterpart. In the surface layer of the CeO2 nano-

crystals, the Ce4? ions coexist with Ce3? ions whose

concentration increases as nanocrystal size decreases.

Ce3? ions can yield characteristic localized absorption

peaks below the CeO2 gap (Marabelli and Wachter

1987), so additional absorption peaks in the low-

energy tail of the extinction coefficient spectrum by

doping the ceria with trivalent Y3? and Gd3? ions can

be expected. The appearance of new peaks in the

extinction coefficient spectra of doped ceria samples

can be ascribed to the presence of the defect state

levels inside the fundamental gap of the doped

samples. In the Y-doped ceria nanocrystalline sample,

a local surrounding of vacancies different from that in

the Gd-doped sample (Dohčević-Mitrović et al. 2006;

Deguchi et al. 2005) can be expected, yielding the

formation of different structural defects. In fact, Y3?

ions tend to get together, forming a strong association

with an oxygen vacancy, while Gd ions distribute

randomly in ceria lattice. Ellipsometric measurements

support this assumption (Fig. 18) where there is an

evident difference in the extinction coefficient spectra

between Y-doped (two-peak structure in the low-

energy tail) and Gd-doped ceria samples. Therefore,

variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry measure-

ments reveal the presence of introduced defect state

levels into the optical gap associated with O2-

vacancies caused by doping with trivalent Gd (Y) ions.

Metrology of submicrometer gratings

Mueller polarimetry for the metrology

of submicrometer gratings

In this section we describe the application of

ellipsometry and polarimetry to the economically
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very important application of process control in

microelectronics.

With reference to the schematic representation of a

typical MOSFET transistor (sketched on top of

Table 4), the component operational characteristics,

especially speed and power consumption, critically

depend on its dimensions. Specifically, the electron

current flowing from the source to the drain is

controlled by the height of the barrier in the p-doped

region, defined by the gate electrode potential through

a thin insulating oxide layer. The characteristic length

directly defined by the lithographic system is the

overall spatial period, or pitch, of the structure.

However, essential features like the polysilicon elec-

trodes can be trimmed to even smaller sizes, also called

CD (for Critical Dimension), by taking advantage of

the nonlinearity of the insulation and etching steps. The

roadmap issued by ITRS (International Technology

Roadmap on Semiconductors) in terms of dimensional

requirements is summarized in Table 4. Although still

termed microelectronics, it is obvious from the

dimensional point of view that this technology fully

deserves to be called nanoelectronics. In addition to

single-feature dimensional characterization, another

critical issue is the measurement of overlay. Micro-

electronic circuits are actually made of several layers,

with metal- or polysilicon-filled ‘‘contact holes’’

between layers and conductive lines within each layer,

to properly connect the transistors sitting directly on

the substrate at the bottom of the structure. To make

sure the connections are operative, the successive

layers must be overlaid on top of each other with an

accuracy of a fraction (typically one-tenth) of the pitch,

which is an increasingly challenging issue. Therefore,

according to Table 5, new challenging issues appear

every year for metrology, as well as for lithography.

Real space imaging techniques, including electron

microscopies, both in SEM and TEM modes continue

to be used to image structures, but at current scales,

electron micrographs must be taken with caution, as

they may be affected by artifacts. AFM is gradually

emerging as a reliable standard technique, and its

performance is dramatically improving with the

development of engineered tips (flared, made of

Table 4 Summary of 2007 ITRS roadmap for the current and future technological ‘‘nodes’’ (ITRS 2007) for a typical MOSFET

transistor

Production year 2007 2010 2013 2016 2019

Half pitch (nm) 65 45 32 22 16

Gate electrode width (nm) 25 18 13 9 6

Dense line patterns metrology accuracy (nm, 3r) 1.2 0.84 0.58 0.42 0.42

Overlay metrology accuracy (nm, 3r) 13 9 6.4 4.4 3.2

The substrate is p-doped monocrystalline silicon, with ion-implanted n-doped regions

S source, G gate, D drain

Table 5 Results of the fits of the spectra shown in Fig. 20,

with their estimated statistical errors (3r)

Parameter SE fit AFM

CD (nm) 128.2 ± 4.8 128.6 ± 4.3

h (nm) 147.9 ± 2.2 136.8 ± 3.1

SWA (�) 91.4 ± 0.1 84.3 ± 3.3

The values of the same parameters measured by AFM are also

listed for comparison
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carbon nanotubes) and scanning protocols (Foucher

et al. 2008). On the other hand, the optical techniques

currently used or tested for grating metrology, which

include reflectometry, ellipsometry, and, more

recently, Mueller polarimetry are increasingly appre-

ciated due to their nondestructive character and their

speed, which make them suitable for in-line process

monitoring on a wafer-to-wafer basis.

Among these techniques, spectrally resolved clas-

sical ellipsometry is probably the most widely used

metrological technique in the semiconductor industry

(Sendelbach and Archie 2003; Huang and Terry 2004).

The most general geometry for an optical measurement

on a 1D grating is schematized in Fig. 19, with an

incidence (polar) angle / and an azimuth h. In the

following, only specular reflections will be considered,

even though diffraction orders other than zero may be

considered for single-wavelength, angle-resolved

techniques. The ellipsometric spectra are taken at

incidences / around 70� (close to Si Brewster angle, a

choice which is known to optimize the sensitivity to

thin film parameters) and at zero azimuth. In this

configuration, also called planar diffraction geometry,

the symmetry of the system clearly implies that the

grating cannot mix s and p polarizations. As a result, its

Jones matrix J (Azzam and Bashara 1977) is diagonal,

and takes the form (see also Section ‘‘Fundamentals’’)

J ¼ s
tan W exp iDð Þ 0

0 1

� �

and can be fully determined by a classical ellipsom-

eter in the same way as for isotropic films. The data

to be fitted by the multiparameter model are then the

two spectra provided by the instrument (the W and D
ellipsometric angles, or the equivalent quantities a ¼
� cos 2W; b ¼ sin 2W cos D directly measured by

rotating polarizer ellipsometers, or the Is and Ic

synchronous signals measured by phase-modulated

ellipsometers and are related to W and D in a way that

depends on the setting of the instrument).

An example of classical ellipsometric spectra

measured on a photoresist grating on a silicon

substrate is shown in Fig. 20. The grating pitch is

390 nm, and the target profile is rectangular, with

nominal values for its height h and width (or CD)

being 150 and 130 nm, respectively. The measured

spectra are fitted by the trapezoidal model shown in

the inset of Fig. 20, with the optimal values of the

parameters listed in Table 5 together with AFM data,

for comparison. The parameter statistical errors,

defined as 3r, where r are the parameter variances

Fig. 19 General geometry of an optical measurement on a 1D

grating in specular reflection. The incidence is defined by the

polar angle / and the azimuthal angle h formed by the

incidence plane P and the direction of the grating lines
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Fig. 20 Typical ellipsometric spectra taken on a photoresist

grating (390 nm pitch) on Si substrate. a and b are the

ellipsometric parameters. The points are fitted quantities, with

error bars deduced from the estimated statistical errors on the

dimensional parameters (Quintanilha 2005). The inset shows

the assumed trapezoidal profile for the photoresist grating, with

the corresponding parameters (h height, CD width at half

height, SWA sidewall angle) used to fit the measured spectra
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estimated according to well-known methods (Press

et al. 1992), are found to be equal to a few nm, in

spite of the relatively large standard deviation

between the measured and fitted spectra. In contrast

with these very encouraging results, parameter vari-

ances, in comparison with the AFM data, show

significant discrepancies for both the grating height

and the sidewall angle. Indeed, optical techniques,

including ellipsometry, feature the main shortcom-

ings listed below:

• They are indirect methods, relying on the solution

of an inverse problem. The solution of this

problem actually depends on the multiparameter

model used to describe the structure. Moreover,

for a given model the solution may be ambiguous,

with several profiles giving equivalent fits to the

measured data. It is then of paramount importance

to constrain the dimensional parameters by

including as many independent data as possible

in the fitting procedure.

• They can be used only on periodic structures. As

the chips themselves are typically not periodic

(with, however, the noticeable exception of

DRAM memories), the optical measurements

are made on special square target gratings etched

in the scribe lines between the chips, as shown

schematically in Fig. 21. This characterization is

therefore based on the assumption that the

dimensional characteristics of the test gratings

between the chips are representative of those of

the chips themselves. Though this assumption is

basically correct, with the continuous shrinking of

the CD, the need for measuring at least the

overlay with a reasonably dense sampling inside

the chips themselves is clearly emerging. Such

measurements would require much smaller targets

than the 50 9 50 lm2 gratings currently used in

the scribe lines.

• Precision and accuracy, which deserve the com-

ments below.

The presented results are quite typical, and

more recent data would provide even smaller

parameter variances. This is why classical

ellipsometry in planar diffraction has become

so popular in the semiconductor industry: the

parameter variances provide a good estimate of

the parameter precision, which quantifies the

sensitivity of the system to small changes in

dimensional parameters. So far, this sensitivity

has been considered as the most crucial

performance indicator for tools dedicated to

process control, as these tools were essentially

expected to monitor small drifts in the wafer

process. Therefore, these tools (optical as well

as CD-SEM) were not required to be really

accurate, as it has been considered acceptable

to calibrate the tools by extensive sampling

and comparison with reference tools (including

destructive ones like TEM) during the process

development.

Now, as the wafer size (and value) is contin-

uously increasing, such extensive, time con-

suming and costly characterization during the

early stages of a new process is less and less

acceptable. Accuracy is emerging as a major

requirement for semiconductor metrology. In

this respect, it is pointed out that absolute

accuracy is difficult to assess in the absence of a

‘‘perfect’’ reference tool, which unfortunately

does not exist for the current needs of micro-

electronics. The concept of accuracy is then

replaced by that of TMU (for Total Measure-

ment Uncertainty) (ITRS07).

In an extensive experimental investigation of these

issues aimed at evaluating the readiness of optical

tools to meet the requirements of the 64 nm technol-

ogy node defined by the ITRS (Ukraintsev 2006), it

was clearly shown that the parameter correlations

related to the fitting procedure of optical data were

the limiting factor for accuracy: if one parameter is

Fig. 21 Photograph of an entire wafer, with a zoom on a set of

four chips separated by the scribe lines where the 50-lm-wide

target gratings devoted to optical measurements are made
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changed, the quality of the fit can be restored by

changing another, correlated parameter. This situa-

tion may lead to ambiguities and systematic errors

when the values of the same dimensional parameter

obtained by using different tools are compared. This

is so, in particular, for sidewall angles of trapezoidal

photoresist lines, due to the strong correlation

between this parameter and the line height (Ukraint-

sev 2006), in good agreement with the results

shown above. To address these issues, which may

become increasingly severe in next generation

nodes, new developments, based on spectrally or

angularly resolved Mueller polarimetry, are currently

underway.

The Stokes–Mueller formalism

Considering the measurements made at nonzero

azimuth, the symmetry arguments (explaining why

the grating does not mix p and s polarizations) are no

longer valid; therefore, the grating Jones matrix in

this more general conical diffraction geometry is no

longer diagonal. Measurement of the most general

nondiagonal Jones matrix is usually termed general-

ized ellipsometry, and it is more complex to imple-

ment than classical ellipsometry: seven real quantities

(leaving apart an overall phase factor) are needed

instead of two. However, generalized ellipsometry is

not the most general polarimetric technique, as it

assumes the sample to be nondepolarizing. Depolar-

ization occurs whenever different polarization states

add up their intensities incoherently. Such partially

polarized states are no longer described by a Jones

vector, but by a Stokes vector S, defined from

intensities and not field amplitudes as (Azzam and

Bashara 1977)

ST ¼ I;Q;U;Vð Þ
¼ I; hI0 � I90i; hIþ45 � I�45i; hIL � IRið Þ

where Ia (a = 0�, 90�, ±45�) is the intensity detected

through a linear polarizer oriented at an angle a from

the p plane, and IL and IR are the intensities detected

through circular left and right polarizers.

Upon interaction (transmission, reflection, scatter-

ing, etc.) with a sample, the Stokes vector is trans-

formed linearly, according to Sout = M Sin, where the

4 9 4 real matrix M is the Mueller matrix of the

considered sample. The Stokes–Mueller formalism

provides the most general description of light polar-

ization states and sample polarimetric properties. In

particular, any sample, be it depolarizing or not, can be

characterized by a Mueller matrix, while the converse

is not true (a depolarizing sample cannot be described

by a Jones matrix). For nondepolarizing samples, the

Mueller matrix can be deduced from the Jones matrix

by a quite simple relationship (Anderson and Barakat

1994).

Application of spectroscopic Mueller polarimetry

to grating metrology

As a result, a Mueller polarimeter, when available,

can advantageously replace a generalized ellipsome-

ter. This type of instrument, operated in much the

same way as a spectroscopic ellipsometer (at discrete

angles and full spectral resolution; Garcia-Caurel

et al. 2004), has been used in several instances to

characterize gratings in conical diffraction geome-

tries (Novikova et al. 2006, 2007; Foldyna et al.

2008). An example of the raw, spectrally resolved

Mueller matrices measured on a grating at different

azimuths is shown in Fig. 22. These spectra exhibit

several features that are always found in this type of

measurement:

• The raw data change drastically with the azi-

muthal angle. As the Mueller spectrum taken at

each individual azimuth is already sufficient to

reconstruct the profile by fitting the data with

simple models, a significant assessment of the

model validity is to compare the parameters

obtained from the spectra taken at different

azimuths.

• The Mueller matrices exhibit model-independent

simple symmetries which may prove very valuable

to assess the accuracy of the polarimetric mea-

surements themselves. For instance, when the

azimuth h is changed into -h, the Mueller matrix

2 9 2 diagonal blocks are left unchanged, while

the other elements change sign. Moreover, for

symmetrical gratings, additional transposition

symmetries occur at any given azimuth: Mij = Mji,

except for the third line and column, for which

Mi3 ¼ �M3i i 6¼ 3ð Þ: These model-independent

properties (their proof is outside the scope of this

review) may be of great help to decide whether the

observed deviations between measurements and
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simulations are due to systematic errors in the

measurements or model inadequacies.

As an example of the usefulness of these proper-

ties, it is pointed out that the spectra shown in Fig. 22

were first fitted by a trapezoidal model (De Martino

et al. 2008), with a very satisfactory v2 (which

represent the fit quality) at each azimuth h, but with a

very significant variation of the profile parameter

with h (the grating depth could vary by up to 10 nm).

An alternative model, consisting of two rectangular

profiles on top of each other, exhibited similar values

of v2 at each azimuth, but with a much smaller

variation of the parameters, as shown in Fig. 23.

These values are in excellent agreement with those

provided by state-of-the-art AFM. This example

illustrates the importance of collecting as much

‘‘different’’ data as possible to obtain the most robust

solution of the inverse diffraction problem. In this

respect, Mueller polarimetry at various azimuths may

prove to be a very useful technique for accurate and

reliable dimensional metrology of ‘‘simple’’ profiles.

Limitations, implementations, and future trends

Going to the nanoscale—what are the limitations

we are facing?

Going to the nanoscale, limits or better improvements

that ellipsometry techniques need concern both

Fig. 22 Raw Mueller matrices measured on a grating etched in crystalline silicon, for 0�, 30�, 60�, and 90� azimuths (solid lines) and

fits by a double rectangular model (dots)
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measuring and analysis. As for measurements, the

main limit of this optical technique is the size of the

measurement spot providing the lateral resolution of

the instrument. Standard spot sizes of spectroscopic

ellipsometers range from 3 to 1 mm in diameter,

while microspot sizes are between 50 and 25 lm,

depending on the spectral range of the measurement.

A microspot is especially necessary for measure-

ments of patterned samples or small features found in

microelectronics and nanoelectronics, for display,

photovoltaic, photonic, and bio devices, as discussed

in Section ‘‘Metrology of Submicrometer Gratings’’.

The microspot is also required for accurate mea-

surement of inhomogeneous samples exhibiting

depolarization. Depolarization of the light beam can

occur with nonuniform layer thickness, backside

reflections from a transparent substrate, strong rough-

ness, or a thick layer. The example below deals with

the characterization of a thick, nonuniform, polymer

layer. The sample has been measured with two

different spot sizes, 1 and 0.1 mm. Measurement with

the smallest spot provides a better resolution of

interference fringes as shown in Fig. 24. When both a

small microspot and a large spectral range are

required, the optical design of spectroscopic ellips-

ometers has to be optimized to provide the highest

signal-to-noise ratio for accurate measurements.

As for analysis, limits are dictated by the size-

dependence of the dielectric function, which requires

standardization of nanometric and nanostructured

materials and a novel dielectric function and model

to describe quantum effects. As an example, the

inability of actual models, theory, and effective

medium approximations (EMAs) to provide a rea-

sonable estimate for the particle size below 2 nm is

primarily due to particle size effects influencing the

band structure of the particles. It has been shown that

for gold particles smaller than ca. 2 nm, the interband

transitions deviate from those in the bulk (Kreibig

Fig. 23 Variations of the

CD and the grating depth

with azimuth when the data

shown in fig. n ? 9 are

fitted by a double

rectangular profile. The

values of these same

parameters taken from

state-of-the-art AFM

profiles are shown at the top
of the figure
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and b 0.1 mm spot size
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1978), therefore requiring size-dependent dielectric

functions to be set for the nanoparticles and models.

Furthermore, to overcome the EMA’s inherent lim-

itation due to the finite-wavelength, size, and shape

effects, alternative approaches to analyze SE mea-

surements of nanoparticles, nanorods, and nanostruc-

tures in general should be considered, like the RCWA

(Moharam and Gaylord 1981; Moharam et al. 1995)

as well as an efficient finite-element Green’s function

approach (Chang et al. 2006).

New enhancements in instrumentation

and measurements

To meet the increasingly demanding need of na-

nometrology, a day-by-day evolution of ellipsometers

is going on (Teboul 2008). The last evolution of the

Auto SE spectroscopic ellipsometer (Horiba Jobin

Yvon 2008) provides direct integration of a confocal

visualization system enabling accurate positioning of

the measurement spot. For many cases, this feature is

mandatory as illustrated in Table 6. Also, this is

especially a very relevant advantage for the selection

and measurement of only the front reflection for thin

transparent substrates of thickness \1 mm, such as

plastic films or glass substrates found in display,

optical coatings, and flexible applications. Down to a

thickness of 0.4 mm, the backside reflection can be

eliminated. Furthermore, the increased complexity of

samples, including depolarization phenomena and

anisotropic properties, requires complete polarization

measurement which is done by a polarimeter. An

ellipsometer that includes a compensator or photo-

elastic modulator is capable of measuring up to 12

elements of the Mueller matrix, while a polarimeter

provides the full 16 elements of the matrix (Horiba

Jobin Yvon 2005).

The Mueller ellipsometer provides the unique

combination of a classical ellipsometer ? polarime-

ter. It uses liquid crystal modulation technology to

modulate the polarization without any mechanical

movement. The input head and the output head are

identical and comprise a polarizer, two ferroelectric

liquid crystals, and a fixed retardation plate. The light

is analyzed by a spectrograph using a CCD detector

and is able to deliver the complete 16 element Mueller

matrix in less than 2 s across the spectral range 430–

850 nm. In its basic classical ellipsometer configura-

tion, this ellipsometer is ideal for routine thin film

analysis as it is very fast and very simple to operate.

With the combination of polarimetric measurements,

it provides advanced capabilities for biological appli-

cations, grating measurements, and the characteriza-

tion of complex birefringent structures.

Conclusions and challenges

Spectroscopic ellipsometry is now a mature technique

which has been successfully applied to a large variety

of thin film applications. Starting 30 years ago with

semiconductor research applications, spectroscopic

ellipsometry has been serving the world of thin films,

being used to understand material properties and

processes. Nowadays, to give an idea about exploita-

tion of ellipsometry, 300 patents related to ellipsom-

etry are filed each year, dealing with instrumentation

and more and more with applications. Driven by

nanotechnology, ellipsometry is now being explored

and exploited for the nondestructive and contactless

characterization of nanomaterials and nanostructures.

The world of nanomaterials is continuously evolv-

ing by creating new materials with new properties.

The Royal Society and Royal Academy of Engineer-

ing categorized nanomaterials in three ways:

1-dimensional (1D), e.g., thin film and layers,

2-dimensional (2D), e.g., nanotubes and nanowires,

and 3-dimensional (3D), e.g., fullerenes, dendrimers,

and quantum dots.

Spectroscopic ellipsometry is successfully used in

the first category, that is, all applications involving

thin films. The technique enables the measurement of

thin layers of a few nanometers thickness, as when

nanoparticles are included inside the layer, the optical

properties change and need to be characterized.

Regarding nanoparticle characterization, the proper-

ties of interest are typically the particle size distri-

bution and nanoparticle density. This is a good

example to illustrate the main challenge of the

evolution of the technique: the identification of

properties that can be characterized and the develop-

ments required to achieve this. The technique uses

EMA enabling the characterization of a mixture of

several materials inside a layer, and the question is—

should this technique be theoretically investigated for

its potential in nanoparticle characterization?

For the second and third categories, for

single nanotube or fullerene characterization, the
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ellipsometry technique is limited by two factors: the

size of the measurement spot, as the properties

measured are an average of what is detected inside,

and the imaging capabilities, which are compatible

with the characterization of 2D and 3D features. As

soon as these materials are used in films, their

average properties, including thickness and optical

constants, can be characterized. The recent develop-

ments of near-field ellipsometers, which demonstrate

lateral resolution of 100 nm, may be the solution for

such applications. Furthermore, it has to be

considered that characterization needs vary for

research-oriented and industrial applications. While

research requires the highest accuracy possible,

industrial applications require effectiveness, reliabil-

ity, speed, and cost-effectiveness in their measure-

ment system. For 50 years, ellipsometry has

continuously evolved to perfectly fit industrial

requirements. Ellipsometry is used every day in labs

to control the production of memories and micropro-

cessors, flat panel and OLED displays, optical

coatings, and organic lighting. Moreover, we can

Table 6 Examples of samples advantaging by a visualization system

Sample type Advantages of the MyAutoView Vision System Examples

A patterned sample Direct visualization of the measurement spot

on the pattern area

A sample having spots

deposited on the surface

Direct visualization of the measurement spot

on the sample to optimize measurement

position

A transparent sample Direct selection of the front reflection only

Calculation of the degree of backside reflection

for cases where the backside reflection cannot

be eliminated

A rough sample, or an

inhomogeneous surface

(stripe, stain)

Direct visualization of the measurement spot

on the sample to optimize measurement

position

A microstructured sample Direct visualization of the measurement spot

on the sample to characterize the 0.8 mm

line feature

A sample with a cylindrical or

spherical shape

Direct visualization of the plane surface for

positioning of the spot on this area.

The image on the right shows that

the spot is not optimally positioned,

and is still on the spherical surface

Sample placed inside

accessories such as a liquid

cell, temperature controlled

stage, etc.

Easy positioning of the measurement on a

sample placed inside a liquid cell

(this example)
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think of a bright future for spectroscopic ellipsome-

ters as they combine accuracy, speed, and proven

reliability with the huge advantage of nondestructive

characterization.

The main challenge of metrology tools in industry

is their integration to perfectly fit the specific process

requirements. For that, the hardware design of the

tool is the key. The current successful challenge is the

in-line integration of ellipsometers for roll-to-roll

manufacturing processes. Such processes require very

fast measurements, as the speed of the film can reach

several hundred meters per second, and the ellips-

ometer must not be sensitive to high levels of

vibration. Opening new markets to ellipsometry also

requires that the technique is made compatible with

the materials and processes used. The technique has

always been used in layered thin film stacks consid-

ered as optically homogeneous and isotropic. One can

see that nowadays new materials, new nanomaterials,

and substrates such as plastic, metals, textile, living

materials are being employed in new applications. As

the technique is based on extensive modeling, new

modeling features are required. And very often, the

solution is based on the respective understanding of

the characterization needs of these novel applications,

the theoretical developments of new functions by

scientists, and the final hardware design of the

metrology tool by the manufacturer.

Another consideration, from the hardware point of

view, is that ellipsometers, even if they can be quite

compact tools, are still not portable. Samples need to

be held on the sample stage to be measured. The most

successful popularization of this technique will be

when the tool can be held directly in the hand of the

user to measure the sample of interest without any

constraints of settings, adjustments, and preparation.

Despite problems that still need to be overcome when

dealing with the nanoscale, spectroscopic ellipsometry

provides huge advantages, such as speed and accu-

racy; moreover, it is nondestructive, there is no sample

preparation, and it is compatible with liquid and solid

samples, and absorbing and transparent substrates.

This is unique for metrology instrumentation!

To conclude, education and popularization of the

technique are also key challenges that the project

‘‘NanoCharm’’ aims to address. By facilitating ellips-

ometry access to scientists and industries, bridges

between the product designer, the product manufac-

turer, the metrology tool manufacturer, and the

metrology provider will be built, which will help in

the design of future ellipsometers and polarimeters to

characterize the upcoming functional nanomaterials.

About NanoCharM

The EU-funded NanoCharM project www.nano

charm.org aims not only at promoting a greater

knowledge of ellipsometry and polarimetry for the

characterization of thin films and other nanomaterials

amongst the research, developer, and user communi-

ties, but also at catalyzing further research and

development in the technique itself. To these ends, the

NanoCharM partners have established a dedicated

Web site, which provides a wealth of free information,

including training and demonstration videos, and are

constantly seeking from the user community data on

their metrology and characterization needs, in order to

serve them better. The NanoCharM project partners

are committed to a program of education and training

in ellipsometry and polarimetry, and hold Summer

Schools regularly throughout Europe, as well as offer

advice and help at many conferences and exhibitions.

Interested individuals are urged to visit the Nano-

CharM Web site, join the NanoCharM community,

and contribute to a better understanding of nanoscale

phenomena and how nanomaterials can be effectively

characterized, using the optical techniques of ellips-

ometry and polarimetry.
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